
SUICIDE PROJECT 
Section Twelve of the Relationship Series 
 
 

Everywhere there were people living out their lives using aspects of suicide against 
themselves. They did not even have the authenticity of the final act to speak for 
them. Suicide is, in short, the one continuous, everyday, ever-present problem of 
living. It is a question of degree. I’d seen them in all varying stages of development 
and despair. The failed lawyer, the cynical doctor, the depressed housewife, the 
angry teenager... all of mankind engaged in the massive conspiracy against their 
own lives that is their daily activity. The meaning of suicide, the true meaning, had 
yet to be defined, had yet to be created in the broad dimensions it deserved. 

 
DANIEL STERN 

 
 
1. Eugene MacDonald. £150 
2. David with ‘One Way’ book.  
3. The kiss as suicide/caging birds.   
4. Eliza waiting.  £90 
5. Man separating from her.  £110 
6. Lelya waiting.  £500 
7. ‘Silent John’.  £150 
8. Lelya showing her wrist.  £120 
9. Monca waiting.   
10. Christina with water bottle.  £130 
11. Monca on white chair.  £130 
12. Man on floor.  £120 
13. Eliza feeling ill.  £150 
14. Man watching his empty hand.  £NFS 
15. Man killing himself with a caress.  £NFS 
16. Man in a knot by the straight back of a woman.  £NFS 
17. Woman cutting herself in two; one half for herself the other half for herself.  £100 
18. Man watching himself carrying his dead self.  £110 
19. Monca cross armed on a white chair.  £150 
20. Christina waiting.  £150 
21. Man killing himself.  £NFS 
22. Christina waiting.  £150 
23. Geoff.  £130 
24. Eliza waiting.  £50 
25. Marina.  £120 
26. Suicide. Beginning and Beginning.  £100 
27. Man cutting himself/ Canadian wood pine.  £NFS 
28. Geoff.  £130 
29. Lelya waiting.  £120 
30. Man devouring his entrails.  £50 
31. Aesthetic note.  £NFS 
32. Mary.  £120 
33. He must love his pain.  £90 
34. Couple and setting sun.  £90 
35. Man wetting his hand in a river.  £160 



36. Françoise waiting.  £140 
37. Man in a Boat.  £90 
38. Christina with a sharp instrument.  £90 
39. Monca in a grey pullover on a white chair.  £130 
40. Monca with a white chair.  £120 
41. Man killing himself by allowing a lover to eat his entrails.  £– 
42. Man killing himself with forgetting her.  £100 
43. It could happen only at 10.15 pm...  £80 
44. Self-portrait at 37 imagining himself at 67 with a stroke, imagining  
 himself at 37 without one.  £220 
45. Christina waiting.  £150 
46. Angel killing himself to get to earth; Man killing himself to get to Heaven.  £– 
47. Self-portrait at eleven years.  £100 
48. Painter when young consoling himself when older; Painter when older  
 consoling himself when young.  £– 
49. A passion for being; an anxiety at not sufficiently being.  £NFS 
50. Elvis Presley £150 
 
Notebooks for previous objects: ORGASM; SELF PORTRAIT, OLD AGE; DEATH AND THE MAIDEN; 
LOVE AND MEDIOCRITY; JEALOUSY. 
 
51. Man and Woman drinking each other’s blood.  £100 
52. At school they called it a broken heart.  £90 
53. Annie.  £100 
54. Eddie with Samurai Sword.  £350 
55. Lelya waiting.  £200 
56. Lelya waiting.  £300 


